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THE INTERNATIONAL ELECTRONIC TAXATION 
FORUM IN MEXICO AND THE WORLD 

Nelly V. Maldonado 
Executive Director AMEXIPAC, A.C.

For the second consecutive year, the Ministry of Finance and Public Credit (Secretaría de Hacienda y 
Crédito Público or SHCP), through the Taxing Authority (Servicio de Administración Tributaria or SAT), in 
coordination with the Mexican Association of Authorized Certification Service Providers (Asociación 
Mexicana de Proveedores Autorizados de Certificación or AMEXIPAC) organize an event for the general 
public where electronic taxation experts will address current themes on digital tax solutions.

The International Electronic Taxation Forum, CONEXIÓN 2015, will be held on 

August 25-26 at the Interactive Museum of Economics (MIDE) in 

Mexico City.

Article 1
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CONEXIÓN 2015
has two main objectives that benefit the dissemination of best practices on electronic 
taxation:  

With the participation of the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), the 

World Bank (WB), and the Inter-American Center of Tax Administrations (Centro Interamericano de Administraciones Tributarias or CIAT),a series 

of specialists is brought together who, in addition to contributing their knowledge and experiences compared on an international level, are a key 

audience of the progress that Mexico has had as a benchmark for countries that are beginning to incorporate these models and that seek a standard 

that has already been tested on the subject.

AMEXIPAC, A.C. is the only not-for-profit association in the American continent that gathers authorized companies regulated by the government 

that provide services to over 74% of the e-invoice market in Mexico. Contributing to the dissemination of the electronic tax culture in Mexico is 

among its objectives; therefore, its participation in the Foro CONEXiÓN is key for educational support on the subject.

Provide a space for exchanging experiences of international taxation organizations and agencies and 

private entities represented by technology experts for the government sector; and,

Open an encounter between accountants, tax lawyers, lawyers, and, in general, users of e-tax 

solutions in Mexico, so they can interact directly with the SAT and the authorized providers 

regarding the operation of online tax services and their current regulation.2

1

Participation in the CONEXIÓN 2015 event is valid for points for the Continuous Professional Development Program of the Mexican Institute 
of Public Accountants (Instituto Mexicano de Contadores Públicos or IMCP) and also has the following amenities for its attendees:

Tuesday August 25  —

10.00 hours: Coffee in the central patio corridor of the MIDE, during the first break of the agenda.

14.00 hours: Three course meal in the central patio of the Bankers’ Club (Club de Banqueros), during the break of the Forum.

18.30 hours: Cocktail at the MIDE and presentation of the book Tributación Digital (Electronic Taxation).

Wednesday August 26  —

11.15 hours: Coffee in the central patio corridor of the MIDE, during the break of the agenda.

NOTE: The agenda is subject to changes without prior notice. Please consult the program and its updates at: foroconexion.org/agenda.html 

To consult the forum program and book your ticket, please visit the official site

www.foroconexion.org

CONEXIÓN 2015:
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E-INVOICE 
IN EXPORTS

Jesús Pastrán  
Chief Executive Officer ATEB

In the short term, mechanisms will be implemented for a more effective control of the tax documents 
involved in the export of goods from Mexico to other countries.

The proposal consists of including additional data in invoices so the tax authorities of the countries involved may identify both the exporter 

and the importer. This project would begin in the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) zone by adding the Tax Identification 

Number (TIN, in the U.S.) or Business Number (BN, in Canada) to the Federal Taxpayers’ Registry Code (RFC, in Mexico) of the exporter, 

which is already included in the Digital Tax Receipt Issued Through the Internet (Comprobante Fiscal Digital por Internet or CFDI) today. In 

this way, tax authorities in the USA and Canada will be capable of verifying the existence of these identifiers in their databases, besides 

verifying the authenticity of the invoices used in imports from Mexico. 

Additionally, both the buyer (USA, Canada importer) and the seller (Mexican exporter) can verify the authenticity of the e-invoices used in 

final export transactions.

The tax authority of the country of destination will be able to verify the existence of the Exporter, the RFC, the type of Transaction of the 

operation (income, expense, or pass-through), the current Status of the current invoice, the Date of the transaction, and the Tax Folio of each 

import transaction.
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Exports from Mexico to the United States and Canada represent more than:

Source: BANXICO, National Institute of Statistics and Geography (Instituto Nacional de Estadística y Geografía or INEGI), SAT, and Ministry of Economy 
(Secretaría de Economía or SE)

of the country’s total 
foreign trade, of which:

are final exports, which translate into 
millions of annual invoices.

82.9%

49%

Now, the only thing missing is for other countries to follow this example in order to exchange verifiable, complete, and secure documents in all 

foreign trade transactions, thus allowing a secure and automated exchange of information between all participants.  
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The benefits intended to be obtained from this initiative are:

To be capable of consulting information online to 

verify the validity of the e-invoice, have certainty 

that domestic and international business 

transactions are carried out with real legal entities 

and without legal constraints susceptible of being  

reviewed if necessary;

To have structured, consistent, 

homogeneous, and standardized 

Information;

to have the transactions 

available;

$

North American security is reinforced with 

a better control of the traffic of 

merchandise and the identity of the 

participants of export/import   

transactions; and

the risk of forgery, tampering, simulation, 

and tax evasion is reduced.



NEW CFDI   
SUPPLEMENTS IN 2015

Gloria Barrón  
Legal - INTERFACTURA

Supplements allow taxpayers of specific sectors or activities to include additional information to their invoices; 
unlike addenda, supplements are regulated by the tax authority.

Supplements are governed by Rule 2.7.1.8 of the current Miscellaneous Tax Resolution (Resolución Miscelánea Fiscal), which establishes 

three important aspects to consider:

Supplements will be published in 

the SAT’s website.

Their use is mandatory for taxpayers 

whose use is applicable to them.

Once the supplement is published in the 

SAT’s website, the taxpayer has 30 

calendar days to apply it.

DID YOU KNOW THAT YOU CAN INCORPORATE 
SUPPLEMENTS TO YOUR INVOICES?

Article 3
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During the first half of 2015, the SAT has published
3 new supplements:

                   Partial Construction Services.

On March 26 of this year, a Decree was published whereby support 

measures are granted to housing and other tax measures that grant 

a tax incentive to taxpayers that provide partial construction 

services of buildings destined for homes, provided that the service 

provider provides the manpower and materials.

Taxpayers that choose to apply the tax incentive of the Decree 

mentioned above must comply with a number of requirements, 

including:

“Issue invoices that only cover the partial 
construction services of buildings destined for 
homes”.

These must meet the tax requirements applicable to a Tax Receipt 

and must also include:

In order to comply with the aforementioned obligation, the Mexican 

Taxing Authority published on April 15, 2015, the supplement 

required to include the information relating to the construction 

permit number, license, or authorization, and information of the 

property where the services will be rendered.
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The address of the property where the 

partial construction services are provided.                                               

The corresponding construction permit 

number, license, or authorization provided 

by the provider of the partial construction 

services, which must be the same as the 

one indicated in the statement of the 

service provider.



Currently, there are twenty-one supplements published in the SAT’s website 

that contain the technical specifications of the data that has to be included in a CFDI.

                      Certificate of Destruction

In compliance with the provisions of Rule 11.8.5 of the Miscellaneous Tax Resolution, authorized destruction centers have to issue a CFDI 

for each vehicle destroyed. The CFDI must be issued until the used vehicle or vehicles have been totally destroyed and it must be issued with 

the supplement of the vehicle’s information that will be destroyed, which will serve as a certificate of destruction. The supplement published 

in the SAT’s website contemplates the minimum information required for the CFDI.  

The use of supplements is mandatory for all taxpayers that have to use them. It is extremely important to verify the supplements published, 

as failure to comply with the obligation of incorporating any supplement may result in the loss of the benefits granted by the tax authority, 

and entails the risk of issuing invalid CFDIs.

                       Vehicle renewal and replacement

Last March 26, 2015, the Decree that promotes the renewal of vehicles and the Decree that grants measures to replace passenger and load 

transportation vehicles were published in the Federal Official Gazette (Diario Oficial de la Federación), which grant a tax incentive aimed at 

taxpayers that are manufacturers, assemblers, or authorized distributors, residents in the country, that sell vehicles with certain characteristics.

Among the requirements that the taxpayers mentioned above must meet to apply for the incentive, for the renewal of vehicles, are the following:

VII. Obtain the CFDI issued by the permit holder registering the transfer of the used vehicle or vehicles in the 
name of the manufacturer, assembler, or authorized distributor.

The CFDI must be issued once the destruction center notifies the manufacturer, assembler, or authorized distributor that the SAT has provided 

the folio to destroy the corresponding vehicle.

For the replacement of passenger transportation vehicles, the manufactures, assemblers, or authorized distributors have to:  

IV. Once the vehicle is regularized, obtain the CFDI issued by the buyer registering the transfer of the used 
vehicle in the name of the manufacturer, assembler, or authorized distributor.

Pursuant to the paragraphs above and in compliance with Rule 11.8.4 of the Miscellaneous Tax Resolution in effect, to include information 

related to the transfer of the used vehicle in the CFDI, the SAT published in its website on May 28, 2015 a supplement applicable to both cases, 

where the taxpayer has to select the decree it is applying for. 

          

Article 3
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SERVICE
PROVIDERS

Dear partners and friends, through these lines I greet you and at the 

same time mention that with the approval of the General Law of 

Transparency and Access to Public Information (Ley General de 

Transparencia y Acceso a la Información Pública) (hereinafter 

LGTAIP), the Federal Institute for Access to Information and Data 

Protection (Instituto Federal de Acceso a la Información y 

Protección de Datos or IFAI), changed its name to National Institute 

of Transparency, Access to Information, and Data Protection 

(Instituto Nacional de Transparencia, Acceso a la Información y 

Protección de Datos Personales or INAI).

“The purpose of the LGTAIP is to establish the guiding principles, 

general basis, and procedures to guarantee the right to access to 

information in possession of any authority, entity, body, and 

instrumentality of the Legislative, Executive, and Judicial 

branches, autonomous bodies, political parties, trusts, and public 

funds, as well as any natural or legal person or union that receives 

Sergio López
TSYS

Information of
interest

and applies public resources or that performs acts of Federal, 

State, and Municipal authorities”.

One of the most relevant aspects of the aforementioned Law is the 

creation of the National Transparency, Access to Public Information, 

and Personal Data Protection System.  Without a doubt, the INAI 

strengthens with these changes with the sole purpose of 

guaranteeing the protection and access to information of individuals 

and government agencies and institutions.



BROADENING SERVICES BY
AUTHORIZED PROVIDERS:
PAC & PSRDD

Jorge López Chapa  
Chairman AMEXIPAC

Its arrival has brought along countless economic and operating 

benefits to companies and government, and it has positioned Mexico 

as a leader on the subject, constituting an important advance in the 

vision of a digital Mexico.   

The Authorized Providers of Digital Tax Receipts (Proveedores 

Autorizados de Certificación or PACs, for its acronym in Spanish) have 

played an essential role in the Mexican e-invoicing model. PACs are the 

link that has allowed over four million taxpayers and government to 

agree on the use of technology solutions and platforms, which, with 

respect to the public sector, guarantee the users’ compliance with their 

tax obligations, while with respect to the user, promote a considerable 

optimization of processes in businesses, and which, together with the 

SAT and tax regulations, have allowed that today in Mexico electronic 

taxation is a reality. 

The beginning of the era of electronic tax invoices in Mexico was marked by the publication of Annex 20 of the 
2004 Miscellaneous Tax Resolution, in which the tax authority defined the technological standards for operating 
the electronic invoice.

As mentioned in previous editions, a number of requirements 

and audits evidencing the moral, legal, and technological 

soundness of the applicant company have to be met to prove 

the PAC certification, given that as highly regulated entities, they 

must guarantee to both the SAT and the user that they have 

service and operating levels in accordance with international 

standards.

However, the convergence between the technology world and 

the tax world continues evolving and presenting new challenges 

for all industry players and for the government itself, since the 

electronic scheme has provided the bases to continue generating 

efficiencies in tax collection matters and the business cycle of 

taxpayers.

On the Cover
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Proof of that is the recent call made in 2015 by the SAT for interested 

PACs to obtain a new certification to also become Service Providers 

that Receive Electronic Documents (Prestadores de Servicios de 

Recepción de Documentos Digitales or PSRDD), identified as Receipt 

Providers, thereby integrating a new figure that will be certified to 

receive tax documents of the taxpayers to proceed to their validation, 

seal, and delivery to the SAT. This delivery includes the VAT tax return, 

e-accounting, annual tax return of salaried persons, among others.

Some of the obligations of the Receipt Providers are: 

 “Allow, at any time, the Communication and 
Information Technologies General 
Administration (Administración General de 
Comunicaciones y Tecnologías de la 
Información or AGCTI) of the SAT to verify 
compliance with the requirements and 
obligations related to information 
technologies, confidentiality, integrity, 
availability, consistency, and information 
security.”

Thus, the SAT’s purpose is to guarantee to the taxpayer a proper level 

of protection for its information and legal security, now requiring its 

authentication by means of its Advanced Digital Signature (Firma 

Electrónica Avanzada or FIEL) to use the aforementioned services. 

Within 5 minutes, the Receipt Provider will be obligated to deliver to 

the issuer taxpayer the document including the digital seal of the SAT, 

as well as its XML of acknowledgment of receipt and graphic 

representation; then, the Receipt Provider will have to send the digital 

document to the SAT within maximum one hour with its corresponding 

verification, while satisfying the conditions of stability in its service, 

with a downtime limit of 0.7%.

Currently, the call is open for 77 PACs and for legal persons in general. 

For PACs interested in obtaining the Receipt Provider authorization 

that presently carry out their operations orderly and efficiently and 

that provide a first class service, this figure will confirm their position in 

the market; this is not the case for those still in opportunity areas in 

their operation.

Ultimately, the ones who will benefit the most with the new SAT 

initiatives will be the taxpayers, who under the surveillance of this 

authority will increasingly receive better value-added services, with 

reasonable prices, in addition to the relief of knowing that the 

confidentiality of their information is guaranteed.

Source: 
www.sat.gob.mx/terceros_autorizados/receptor_doctos_electronicos/Paginas/obligaci
ones_psrdd.aspx AMEXIPAC NEWSLETTER   10
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ARE YOU FAMILIAR WITH 
THE TAXPAYER REGISTRY?

Legal Persons Natural Persons Salaried Persons

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
At December

28.9

46.3

41.7

38.5

33.5
28.3

25.9
24.5

23.9

37.0

1.7

15.6

25.8

14.3

1.6

24.5

12.4

1.5

23.5

12.1

1.4

20.6

11.6

1.31.21.21.11

16.514.6

14.4
12.8

10.610.110.1 9.0

ACTIVE TAXPAYERS 
THOUSANDS

Source: www.sat.gob.mx
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For more information visit the official website of the SAT:

www.sat.gob.mx
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ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT
STANDARDS 

Last March 10, Annex 21 to the 2015 Miscellaneous Tax Resolution was published in the Federal Official Gazette. Such Annex 

establishes the definition of the computer standard of the processes involved in the receipt of Electronic Documents by the tax 

authority.

In short, it will be the “Technical Bible” of those companies that want to obtain authorization to perform the role of a Receipt Provider.

It is comprised of the following main sections:

I. Digital Documents
Establishes the scheme, definition of the elements, attributes, and 
validations to consider in the receipt of Electronic Documents, the 
manner in which their Electronic Seal must be generated, and the 
technical specification of the two-dimensional bar code (CBB, for its 
acronym in Spanish: código de barras bidimensional) or QR code to 
contemplate in the Electronic Document Acknowledgement of 
Receipt.

II. Sending and handling information
Indicates the Receipt Provider’s responsibility to comply with the 
information and services delivery times determined by the SAT in its 
website.

III. Acknowledgment of receipt
Establishes the technical scheme applicable to the 
Acknowledgement of Receipt or Rejection Notice that the taxpayer 
will receive for the information sent; and the technical scheme that 
has to be implemented to deliver to the SAT the Taxpayer’s 
information and the Acknowledgment of Receipt created by the 
electronic document received, which must be digitally signed with 
the Seal Certificate of the Receipt Provider.

IV. Closing of the day 
Defines the scheme and hours in which the Receipt Provider must 

send to the SAT the reconciliation information of the 
documents received during the day.

V. Communication mechanism between the Services 
Provider and the taxpayer.
It simply establishes that the communication mechanism 
specified by the SAT in its Internet website must be complied 
with.

While Annex 21 is the main technical standard for the receipt 
of electronic documents, other supplementary definitions 
published in the SAT’s official website must also be observed
SAT, such as:

a) Catalogues for the issuance and receipt of electronic 
documents,

b) Different electronic document schemes, which by the 
way only the Supplier’s VAT Statement “DPIVA”, 
formerly “DIOT”, has been published as of today.

To get familiarized with the aforementioned documentation, please visit the following address:
www.sat.gob.mx/terceros_autorizados/receptor_doctos_electronicos/Paginas/default.aspx

¡

PAC News

MARCELA CISNEROS
DIVERZA
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EXCLUSIVE CONFERENCES
AMEXIPAC MEMBERS
Mexico City, Federal District.
The following conferences were held last June 18:
Personal Data Policies in Customer and Supplier Interactions (Políticas de datos personales en 
la interacción con clientes y proveedores), hosted by Gil Ramírez of PEGASO TECNOLOGIA and 
Service Level Management, hosted by Ignacio Escamilla of IBM.
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UUID AT JOURNAL ENTRY 
OR TITLE LEVEL

Benito Barragán Rangel 
Tax Law Specialist at CONTPAQI

The controversy I want to discuss today is the one related to the 

assignment of folios for digital tax receipts issued through the 

Internet (CDFI) to each and every of our journal entries. The 

question that arises in this regard consists of knowing if the UUID 

(tax folio) of a CFDI must be added at title-level or 

transaction-level. If we refer to Annex 24, specifically its Section D, 

the obligation to relate the UUID of the CFDI at transaction-level is 

established. Such section reads as follows:

Section D. 

Journal Entry Information of the Standard Period of the 
journal entry form of the Electronic Accounting period  

Element: Journal Entry

Node: Transaction (mandatory node to relate the details of each 

transaction in the journal entry), “That is, at transaction- level”

Element: CompNal

In addition to the various questions and doubts caused by Electronic Accounting, this new provision is not exempt 
from controversy related to the compliance with the articles and rules that support it. As a new provision that we as 
taxpayers must comply with, we could consider that this situation is normal up to a certain time.

Soon

“Optional node to state the details of receipts of national origin 

related to the transaction. It is considered that the supporting 

documentation must be identified, both in the provision and 

payment and/or collection of each affected account and 

subaccount. It becomes a requirement when you have the 

information.”

Up to this point we understand that it is an obligation to do it at 

transaction-level. But after consulting the Third paragraph of 

Section III of Rule 2.8.1.4, we have:

“When the tax folio assigned to the tax receipts within the 

accounting journal entries cannot be identified, the taxpayer may, 

through an auxiliary report, relate all tax folios, the code in the 

RFC, and the amount included in the receipts that cover such 

entry, pursuant to Annex 24, Section E.”
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This where we find the controversy, and subsequent uncertainty, of 

the Electronic Accounting associated with this subject:

 

¿Do I have to assign or not the folios of the CFDI to 
my transactions or at title-level?
On the one hand, it tells us that assigning the folio of the digital 

receipts to the transactions is an obligation and, on the other hand, 

there is too much flexibility where the tax folio of the CFDI cannot 

be identified, creating for that purpose a report of auxiliary folios. In 

my opinion, the legal basis leaves it wide open, giving rise to 

speculation.

¿Can we define or establish when someone cannot 
identify the tax folios assigned to the CFDIs of the 
journal entries?  This will occur when there is no time, when it is 

technically impossible, when the cost-benefit of assigning them at 

transaction-level is not the most appropriate, or when the 

Accountant does not want to do so. 

The causes can be several, and leaving it so open confirms the 

interpretation of simply saying “I could not”; therefore, as 

taxpayers, we can decide not to assign them at transaction-level. 

The authority only says “when it cannot be achieved”, without 

specifying the cause. In this way, the free will of the taxpayer, or of 

the taxpayer’s Accountant, may apply to state “whether they were 

able or not to identify the tax folios in the journal entry.”  

The problem is that the wording “when it cannot be achieved” is 

totally discretionary and, therefore, we can interpret that the SAT 

will now request that they are related to the UUID at 

transaction-level in Annex 24, Section D, that is, does the obligation 

to comply with this part of Annex 24 no longer exist?

Let’s see what the SAT says in question 28 of its frequently asked 

questions regarding Electronic Accounting, which reads:

 ¿When must the Auxiliary Folio file be sent?
• Where it is easier for the taxpayer to integrate the 

information of the tax receipts separately from the journal 

entry, but, in any case, the information of the folios must be 

linked to the journal entry number with which it was 

accountably recorded.

Let’s focus on the phrase “easier to integrate”. Now, we are not only 

talking about when the taxpayer “cannot achieve”, but where it is 

“easier” for the taxpayer. This practically leaves the door open for 

the taxpayer, or his Accountant, to relate his UUIDs only at journal 

entry-level and not necessarily at transaction-level.

Perhaps we might think that the authority does not mention 

anywhere that they can be related at title-level instead of at 

transaction-level, but let me explain that computer-wise, there 

exists a possibility of associating the folios to the titles of the 

“journal entries”, taking advantage of a business software of 

technological application.

This indicates that is suffices if the tax folios can be related to the 

journal entries, not to the transactions, and thus generate the 

report referred to by Section E and related to the information of the 

auxiliary tax folios, assigned to the tax receipts in the journal entries.

For the moment, all that is left is to prepare ourselves to begin 

attaching UUIDs; that is, almost the XML to the journal entries: at 

title-level or transaction-level? Well, each person will decide 

according to that person’s judgment, to whichever is easier.



Technological advances have been increasingly 

revolutionary, thereby causing natural and legal persons 

worldwide within the context denominated “Information 

and Knowledge Society”, to depend more and more on 

computer systems and on the goods and services generated 

by the same, creating greater convenience and ease on 

diverse daily tasks or related to their business activity, as 

could be the case of Electronic Invoicing and related services 

offered by PACs.

Today, the existence of the new technological culture 

extended in the world creates a number of business changes 

whose purpose is to adapt to the so-called “Digital Era”, 

which entails a series of challenges, as the existence of a 

complete openness towards new ways of doing things, a 

mayor content accessibility, and, certainly, the existence of 

negative impacts, disadvantages, and threats can be 

observed from its nature.

Therefore, one of many basic requirements is to resort to the 

enforcement and protection of the Federal Copyright  

 

COPYRIGHT AND 
LICENSE TO USE 
SOFTWARE

Law (Ley Federal del Derecho del Autor or LFDA, registering 

computer programs or software used by PACs in the provision of 

the various services they offer. 

Under the circumstances, computer programs receive the same 

protection as the works contemplated by the “LFDA”, from the 

time they are set in a material support or any other type of 

format, but, so as not to create unnecessary conflicts, the first 

extremely important step is to obtain the applicable certificate 

with the Public Copyright Register (Registro Público del Derecho 

de Autor). Such certificate serves as the acknowledgement in 

works of authorship and the legal presumption of the property 

rights, whether it is a consequence of a work relationship 

established by an individual employment contract or work for hire 

contract.

Consequently, once such registration Certificate is obtained the 

authority is supplemented for the due exercise of Property Rights 

and for the proper use of the computer program, without setting 

aside the acknowledgment of the capacity of author; combining 

the ambivalence that divides, on the one hand, the author, and on 

the other hand, the holder of the property right or an 

author/holder and a licensee.    

Did you 
know that?

Gil A. Ramirez Angulo
Legal Manager PEGASO
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